Machine Learning
for the Quantified Self

Chapter 7
Predictive Modeling Without
Notion of Time

Predictive modeling
without notion of time
• Ok, let us start learning
• We will consider learning algorithms that do
not take time into account explicitly
– Of course we do have the temporal features we
identified before

• We first need to consider the learning setup
– Do we want to learn individual models?
– Do we want to learn to predict well for the future
(only for temporal data), or for unseen individuals?
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Learning setup
7.2 Feedforward
• Here
areNeural
theNetworks
options we have (validation
Table 7.1:
setups for non-temporal
set done
inLearning
the same
way): learning algorithms
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Data
Level

temporal

non-temporal

individual

Xtrain,qsi = x1,qsi , . . . , xntrain ,qsi

Xtrain,qsi ⇢ Xqsi where |Xtrain,qsi | = ntrain ^ Xtrain,qsi \
Xtest,qsi = 0/

Xtest,qsi = xntrain +1,qsi , . . . , xNqsi ,qsi

Xtest,qsi ⇢ Xqsi where |Xtest,qsi | = (Nqsi
Xtest,qsi = 0/

population -

Xtrain ⇢ {Xqs1 , . . . , Xqsn } where |Xtrain | = ntrain ^ Xtrain \ Xtest = 0/

unknown users Xtest ⇢ {Xqs1 , . . . , Xqsn } where |Xtest | = (n
population -

ntrain ) ^ Xtrain,qsi \

ntrain ) ^ Xtrain \ Xtest = 0/

Xtrain = {Xtrain,qs1 , . . . , Xtrain,qsn } (Note that we refer to the definition of the training sets
specified in the row for the individual level here)

unseen data of Xtest = {Xtest,qs1 , . . . , Xtest,qsn }
known users
3

Learning algorithms
• Assume you know the basic learning
algorithms
• Quick recap, two slides per learning algorithm
–
–
–
–
–
–

Neural Networks
Support Vector Machines
K-Nearest Neighbor
Decision trees
Naïve Bayes
Ensembles
4

Neural Networks (1)
7.2 Feedforward Neural Networks

• Perceptron
124
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X0 = 1 bias
X1
X2

w1

w0
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w2

we can separate with a hyperplane in the p dimensional input space). If the cla
are not linearly separable Algorithm 11 would not terminate but jump back
force. In case that only a few training examples from the full dataset cause
trouble, there is a potential cure called pocket algorithm that can simply stab
learning outcome, we will not elaborate on this further here.

Y1

Xp
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Fig. 7.1: Layout of the basic perceptron neural network

• Multi-Layer Perceptron
We can see the inputs on the left side of the figure (X1 , . . . , X p ), which are our
attributes, and in addition we see the so-called bias input which is constant and
X
typically set to 1.1 The inputs are assumed to be numerical or binary values. The
X2 are connected to the neuron via arcs that each have a weight
inputs and the bias
associated with it (w0 , . . . , w p , we will express the entire vector by w).
Based on the
Y1
value of the inputs and the weights, the network provides a certain output Y1 . The
computation is easy for an instance. We first take the weighted sum of the inputs:

Fig. 7.2: Example dataset perceptron
Algorithm 11: Perceptron Learning Algorithm
w(0) = 0
n=0
while there are still misclassified training examples do
n=n+1
get the training example x(n) = xn mod N and the target value y(n) = yn mod N
compute the output of the neural network ŷ(n) = signum(w(n)T x(n))
adjust the weight according to w(n + 1) = w(n) + h[ŷ(n) y(n)]x(n)
end

Xp
input
layer

1st hidden p

vi = wT layer
xi =

nth hidden

xin
Â wnlayer

output
layer

(7.1)

n=0

We then apply an activation function, j to determine the output of the neuron:
ŷ = j(v)

(7.2)

indicates the time step in the current algorithm. Note that the input vector x(n)
includes the bias as the first element. The parameter h expresses the learning
(commonly set between 0 and 1). The algorithm finds values for the weight
that the perceptron spans up a hyperplane (as shown in Figure 7.2 in the form
Non-linearly
separableofCase
5 is:
line) that separates the Fig.
two 7.3:
classes.
The specification
the hyperplane

less than r. A filter is applied to such a receptive field (in fact, we apply the filter
to each subset of the input space that matches the size of the receptive field) and
gives us the value for k features for that receptive field. Hence, we end up with k
times the number of subsets of the input space that matches the size of the receptive
field. The layer is illustrated in Figure 7.4. The filters can take different forms, for
example approaches that extract useful features from the input space similar to what
we have seen in Principal Component Analysis before. These have to be learned of
course but this can be done in an unsupervised way, or we could have a kernel function (which we are going to discuss later on). The pooling layers are simpler: they
summarize the values in a certain region of the space and represent the output as a
neuron. The max pooling layer is an example, which computes the maximum value
of a p ⇥ p region of neurons. Figure 7.5 shows a max pooling approach for p = 2.
After several of these layers, we find a fully connected mutli-layer neural network
that can be trained using regular back propagation again.

Neural Networks (2)
• Convolutional neural networks
– Extract features using:
• Convolutional layers
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7.3 Support Vector Machines

2

• Pooling layers
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Fig. 7.4: Convolutional layer
5

6
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Of course, many more variants of neural networks exist. We will treat recurrent
4
3
4
3
5
neural networks in the next chapter. For other variants
we8 refer the reader to [53].
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Fig. 7.5: Max pooling

– Followed by a “regular” neural network
7.3 Support Vector Machines

An approach that uses a similar setup to the one shown for neural networks is support vector machines (SVMs) [107]. SVMs mainly target classification problems
and come with very nice theoretical properties. Unlike neural networks, that aim to
finding a hyperplane to separate classes, SVMs strive to find a hyperplane that maximizes the distance between two classes. Let us return to our previous accelerometer
example to see what we mean here. Consider Figure 7.6. The specification of the
hyperplane that separates the two classes is:
T

6

An approach that uses a similar setup to the one shown for neural networks is support vector machines (SVMs) [107]. SVMs mainly target classification problems
and come with very nice theoretical properties. Unlike neural networks, that aim to
finding a hyperplane to separate classes, SVMs strive to find a hyperplane that maximizes the distance between two classes. Let us return to our previous accelerometer
example to see what we mean here. Consider Figure 7.6. The specification of the
hyperplane that separates the two classes is:

Support Vector Machines (1)
• Find hyperplane wthat
separation
x + b =maximizes
0
(7.6)
between classes
T

Fig. 7.6: Example dataset SVMs

7

are applied in different predictive modeling approaches as well. By using a kernel
function we essentially map our inputs to a different (usually higher dimensional)
feature space in which the problem is linearly separable. This is inspired by Cover’s
theorem:

Support Vector Machines (2)
A complex pattern-classification problem, cast in a high-dimensional space nonlinearly is
more likely to be linearly separable than in a low dimensional space, provided that the space
is not densely populated.

• Kernel functions

Fig. 7.7: Example kernel function

8

(
1 if v = gi
d (v, gi ) =
0 otherwise

(7.14)

K-Nearest Neighbor (1)

When there is a tie we can arbitrarily select a class. In Figure 7.8 we consider our
previous example and a new point we have to classify (the triangle). If we select
k = 3 neighbors the points indicated by the yellow star are the 3 nearest neighbors
given a Euclidian distance function. Since the majority is blue (i.e. the inactive
class), this is the assigned class.

• Find k closest examples

– use distance functions discussed before

Fig. 7.8: Example k-nearest neighbors
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K-Nearest Neighbor (2)
• Assign classes based on some function, for
example:
– Majority class
– Average value

10

ssociated with a certain attribute (e.g. the top node with the attribute activity level).
he branches (lines) show values associated with the attribute (e.g. low, medium,
nd high). For numerical attributes the values in the branches represent a condition
e.g. < 10). The leaves assign a value for a class or a numerical value for cases that
ave fulfilled all conditions from the top node to the leave. A case with a value for
ctivity level = high and speed = 9 would for instance be classified as tired = yes.

Decision tree (1)

• Create a tree to decide on target value
activity
level
low

tired = no

med ium

tired = no
<10

tired = yes

high

speed
>= 10

tired = no

Fig. 7.9: Example decision tree
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7.6 Naive Bayes entropy(p1 , . . . , pn ) = Â pi log2 pi
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We assume that the calculation of a standard deviation of a set of target values is 12
of the gain ratio.
known to the reader so we will not elaborate on that further. The underlying principle
j

Naïve Bayes
• We use Bayes formula to express the
probability of a target value g given our
observations x:
p(x|G = g)p(G = g)
p(G = g|x) =
p(x)
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(7.28)

go. The class we assign is the one with the highest probability:
ĝ = argmax p(G = g|x)
g2G

(7.29)
13

ge of the approach we have just discussed is that the assigned prob-

Ensembles (1)

7.7.1 Bagging

In general, bagging (or bootstrap aggregation, cf. [26]) approaches are easy to understand. They draw m samples Xi of size n (with replacement) from the original dataset
X. For each of the samples {X1 , . . . , Xm } we generate a model: {M1 , . . . , Mm }. This
can be seen in Algorithm 14.

• Bagging

– Create multiple models on samples of the data
Algorithm 14: Bagging
models = []
for i in 1,. . . ,m do
Take a sample Xi ⇢ X
Build a model Mi on training data Xi using some learning algorithm
Add Mi to models
end

– Combine output of models using some aggregation
In the end combine the output using majority voting as we have seen for k-nearest
function
neighbor. The sampling avoids overfitting of the models towards the data. A prime
example of avariance
bagging approach
using decision trees is the random forest technique.
– Tackles
problem
The random forest technique generates m trees based on the aforementioned samples. In addition, it uses a selection of the attributes when creating the decision trees.
When an attribute needs to be selected in the process of building a tree only a sub14
set of the available attributes is considered. This reduces the chances that all trees

Ensembles (2)
• Boosting
– Build models sequentially and focus models on
7.7 Ensembles
where we made mistakes before 141
training data

models

X1 = X

M1

X2 (weighted)

M2

Xm

Mm

Mcombined

Boosting process
– Focuses Fig.
on7.10:bias
problem
have more expressive power than a single model: a single model might not be able
to grasp all cases in the whole training set equally well. After the process has been

15

Practical considerations
• Ok, let us start to apply the learning
algorithms!
– We need to be careful not to overfit (think of the
first set of slides)
– We can select features using forward and
backward selection
– We can consider regularization (punishing more
complex models)

16

We compute the value in the following way:

Forward selection
r(Xi ) = q

ÂNj=1 (xij

ÂNj=1 (xij

X̄i )(y j Ȳ )
q
X̄i ) ÂNj=1 (y j Ȳ )

(7.35)

The numerator of the equation expresses the covariance between the attribute Xi and
the target Y which is assumed to be a single numerical value. X̄i and Ȳ denote the
mean. The denominator is the product of the variance of the attribute and the target.
r(Xi ) = 1 expresses the maximum positive correlation, -1 the maximum negative
correlation, and 0 no correlation.

• We iteratively add the most predictive
feature:
Algorithm 17: Forward selection
selected attributes = {}
performances = []
for k = 1, . . . , p do
best attribute = ””
best performance = •
available attributes = X \ selected attributes
for l 2 1, . . . , |available attributes| do
temp attributes = selected attributes [ available attributesl
performance = learn model(temp attributes, X)
if performance < best performance then
best attribute = available attributesl
best performance = performance
end
end
performances[k] = best performance
selected attributes = selected attributes [ best attribute
end
return performances
17

An alternative approach is an iterative process to compose a suitable set of at-

146

Backward selection

7 Predictive Modeling without Notion of Time

combinations (it is a heuristic). We do this for computational reasons. In the case
study, we will see an example of the influence of the number of attributes selected
upon the performance.
Next to forward selection, we can also use backward selection. This works according to the same principles except that we start with the set of all attributes and
iteratively remove attributes that have the least impact on performance. See Algorithm 18.

• We iteratively remove the least predictive
feature:
Algorithm 18: Backward selection
selected attributes = X
performances = []
performances[p] = learn model(selected attributes, X)
for k = p 1, . . . , 1 do
worst attribute = ””
best performance = •
available attributes = selected attributes
for l 2 1, . . . , |available attributes| do
temp attributes = selected attributes \ available attributesl
performance = learn model(temp attributes, X)
if performance < best performance then
worst attribute = available attributesl
best performance = performance
end
end
performances[k] = best performance
selected attributes = selected attributes \ worst attribute
end
return performances

18

Regularization
• We add a term to the error function to
punish for more complex models

14

– For neural networks:
N

E = Â (yi
i=0

l
ŷi ) + ||w||
2
2

(7.36

dded to the error function (the mean squared error for the case o
This results in lower magnitude weights, which is indicative for
y of the model.
19

CrowdSignals
• Remember, we have two tasks for our
CrowdSignals dataset:
1. Predict label (activity)
2. Predict heart rate

• We consider the first with a non-temporal
setup and the second with a temporal setup

20

Predicting the label
• We currently have a set of binary attributes
for each label value
– We need to transform these to a single
categorical attribute
– How do we do this? What if we have multiple
“1”’s per instance?
– We only use instances where we have a single
activity marked with a 1
– Results in 1837 instances (out of 2895)
21

Splitting the data
• How do we split the data into training and
test?
– We assign 70% of the instances to the training
set and 30% to the test set
– We do so in a stratified way
– Once again, we ignore the time component

22

Feature selection (1)
• We have 517 features if we use all the ones
we have identified
– Initial features (21)
– PCA (7)
– Time domain features, mean + standard
deviation (2 x 28 features = 56)
– Frequency domain (18 frequencies, 24 initial
features = 432)
– Cluster (1)

• Should we select some features?
23

Feature selection (2)

e Study

149

• Forward selection:

24

1: Feature selection for the label prediction task (performance measured on

Feature selection (3)
Fig. 7.11: Feature selection for the label prediction task (performance measured on
the training set)

• We end up with different options which we
will try: Table 7.3: attribute subsets used for classification case
Dataset name

Basic features PCA

Initial set (cleaned)

21

Chapter 3

21

7

Chapter 4

21

7

56 + 432

Chapter 5

21

7

56 + 432

Selected features

Time-and
quency
features

fre- Clusters
based

#features

21
28

2+8

516
1

517
10

25

first 50 features. We see that after selecting around 5 features the performance on the

Influence of parameter settings (1)
• How does model complexity influence our
performance in this case?
– Remember the theoretical results we have seen
– We can tailor the parameters of the models
– We can change the weight of the regularization
terms

26

nce of the data), we do observe a trend that the performance on the trainin
down Influence
when we increaseof
theparameter
value of the parameter
while the (2)
performan
settings
est set goes up. Hence, we end up with a better generalizable model. W
hus take care to create overly complicated models.

• Neural network and regularization term

27

e Study
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Influence of parameter settings (3)

r the test set up to a certain extent. There is however a braking point: the tes
ormance drops when a value smaller than 5 is selected, we are overfitting.

• Decision tree and points per leaf:

28

3: Setting for the minimum number of points per leaf for a decision tree

Influence of parameter settings (4)
• We try different parameter settings
– study the generalizability based on a cross
validation on the training set
152
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Table 7.4: algorithms variant and parameters varied

Algorithm

Neural Network
(NN)

Support Vector
Machines (SVM)

Variant description

Parameters varied

hidden layer composition: {single
layer with 5, 10, 25, or 100 neurons,
Multi-Layer Perceptron with 1 or two layer with 100 and 5 neurons or
2 hidden layers, a logistic activa- 100 and 10}
tion function and one output node maximum iterations: {1000, 2000}
per class
maximum iterations: {1000, 2000}
SVM with kernel function with C: {1, 10, 100}
tolerance = {0.001, 0.0001}
one SVM model per class
kernel function: {rb f , polynomial}

K-Nearest Neighbor KNN model using simple Euk: {1, 2, 5, 10}
(KNN)
clidean distance

minimum samples per leaf:
Decision Tree (DT) Decision tree algorithm following {2, 10, 50, 100, 200}
the CART approach
splitting criterion: {gini, entropy}
Naive Bayes (NB)

Basic Naive Bayes approach

Random Forest (RF) Basic Random forest approach

minimum samples per leaf:
{2, 10, 50, 100, 200}
number of trees: {10, 50, 100}
splitting criterion: {gini, entropy}

29

Results test set (1)
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Fig. 7.14: Visualization of accuracy include confidence intervals

30

Results test set (2)

o take
thedid
highest
value asthe
this
is the
potential
• How
we computer
95%
confidence
striveintervals?
for overall good performance, not for a
are shown
7.5. In the table we have also
– a isin
theTable
accuracy
the number
of samples
in the
test
set
vals. To– ncalculate
these
intervals
we
compute
the
p
(a) by sd = a(1 a)/n. For the training set,
52. The 95% confidence intervals are calculated
eviation (upper bound) and subtracting it (lower
the performance on the test set is presented in
btain a very high accuracy on both the training
31

Results test set (3)
7.10 Case Study
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Tablefeatures
7.6: Feature importance
Random Forest
• Important
(random
forest):
Feature

Importance

gyr phone x temp std ws 120

0.2855

press phone pressure temp mean ws 120

0.2499

acc phone y freq 0.0 Hz ws 40

0.2433

mag watch y pse

0.0873

mag phone z max freq

0.0341

gyr watch y freq weighted

0.0284

gyr phone y freq 1.0 Hz ws 40

0.0255

acc phone x freq 1.9 Hz ws 40

0.0227

acc watch y freq 0.5 Hz ws 40

0.0164

mag watch z freq 0.9 Hz ws 40

0.0068
32

mag watch y pse

0.0873

mag phone z max freq

0.0341

gyr watch y freq weighted

0.0284

gyr phone y freq 1.0 Hz ws 40

0.0255

acc phone x freq 1.9 Hz ws 40

0.0227

acc watch y freq 0.5 Hz ws 40

0.0164

Results test set (4)

• Confusion matrix:

mag watch z freq 0.9 Hz ws 40

0.0068

Fig. 7.16: Random forest confusion matrix for crowdsignals classification task
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Results test set (5)
• Why are the results this good?
– Dataset has limited variation
– Spans only short time period
–…

34

As said, we are going to address this problem as a temporal learning problem. We
take an interval from the starting point of our measurements to about halfway (totalling to 1422 data points for training). We have selected this point because nearly
all activities (that are likely to be highly influential on the heart rate) are reflected
in this training period. As a test set we select the interval following our training interval. We do however not continue all the way to the end point of our dataset, but
stop when we encounter an activity we have not seen before (and are unable to train
on), namely running. We understand this might seem a bit artificial but we need
to make sure that we have a representative test set as well. If we would have a lot
– Want
towould
learn
predict
future
points
well
more
data there
be noto
need
to be picky.
The testtime
set contains
736 instances.
Figure 7.17 illustrates the selected training and test set. In our regression case we do
not remove any additional time points since the heart rate is known everywhere or
has been interpolated at least.

Predicting the heart rate

• We take it as a temporal problem

• How do we split the training and test set
here?
training set

test set

Fig. 7.17: Training and test set split for heart rate prediction task

• Why this way?

35

ber of features included. We have a few more basic features (we clearly exclude
heart rate, but include the binary attributes representing the individual activity labels). The same holds for the temporal features: the categorical temporal features
for the labels have been included while the temporal features associated with the
heart rate are no longer present.

Features

Table 7.7: attribute subsets used for regression case
Dataset name

Basic features PCA

Temporal features Clusters

Initial set (cleaned)

21

Chapter 3

28

7

Chapter 4

28

7

71 + 432

Chapter 5

28

7

71 + 432

Selected features

1

1

6+2

#features
21
35
538

1

539
10

We also made a selection of features, based on the Pearson coefficient. The correlation values for the selected features, which are the 10 features with the most
extreme correlations, as shown in Table 7.8. When observing the correlations with
the highest magnitudes, we see that the fact that the position of the phone on the
table is quite important as are a few principal components. Note that the temporal
feature for the phone lying on the table is slightly different from the regular label as

36

acc phone z temp mean ws 120

0.4970

gyr watch y pse

-0.5368

gyr watch x pse

-0.6419

Algorithms we tried
Table 7.9: algorithms variant and parameters varied for the regression problem
Algorithm
Neural
(NN)

Variant description
Network Mutli-Layer Perceptron with 1 or
2 hidden layers and an identity
activation function and one output node per class

Parameters varied
hidden layer composition: {single
layer with 5, 10, 25, or 100 neurons,
two layer with 100 and 5 neurons or
100 and 10}
maximum iterations: {1000, 2000}

Support Vector Re- Linear SVR (no kernel function) maximum iterations: {1000, 2000}
gression (SVR)
C: {1, 10, 100}
tolerance = {0.001, 0.0001}
K-Nearest Neighbor KNN model using simple eu- k: {1, 2, 5, 10}
(KNN)
clidean distance

Decision Tree (DT) Decision tree algorithm follow- minimum
samples
ing the CART approach with the {50, 100, 200}
mean squared error as a splitting
criterion

per

Random Forest (RF) Basic Random forest approach minimum
samples
per
with the mean squared error as a {50, 100, 200}
splitting criterion
number of trees: {10, 50, 100}

7.10.2.4 Results

leaf:

leaf:
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over both periods. Hence, our model will never be able to predict this well. When
we study what features are most predictive we observe no consistent patterns over
the different algorithms.

Results (1)

Table 7.10: performance of algorithm on heart rate regression task (NN = Neural Network, RF = Random Forest, SVR = Support Vector Regression, KNN = KNearest Neighbor, DT = Decision Tree)
Approach
Features

NN
training

test

RF
training

test

SVM
training

test

KNN
training

test

DT
training

test

initial set 725.3
1584.6
582.5
(1009.3) (1417.6) (857.1)

1548.0
1155.8
1303.3
186.8
(1346.5) (1216.8) (1067.2) (574.1)

2309.7
542.8
(2027.9) (855.8)

1496.7
(1268.4)

Chapter 3 716.3
(971.6)

1510.0
476.0
(1333.6) (800.9)

1750.4
1600.2
1465.2
186.8
(1500.1) (4785.8) (1609.4) (574.1)

2309.7
537.2
(2027.9) (850.8)

1501.4
(1282.2)

Chapter 4 523.6
(846.2)

1968.0
15.1
(2801.3) (41.6)

1310.3
1516.1
1967.4
134.2
(1129.2) (2783.7) (3950.7) (473.6)

2259.0
368.2
(1848.2) (643.8)

1317.0
(826.8)

Chapter 5 557.7
(861.5)

2014.7
7.0
(2114.9) (21.1)

1384.8
1211.8
1997.2
134.2
(1292.9) (2051.6) (3243.5) (473.6)

2259.0
368.2
(1848.2) (643.8)

1317.0
(826.8)

Selected
features

768.9
2825.3
620.7
2614.8
808.5
2598.2
286.1
(1369.2) (2855.4) (1109.3) (2613.4) (1909.1) (2944.2) (719.9)

2571.1
538.6
2740.0
(2896.0) (1039.8) (2878.4)

Let us dive into one of the approaches in a bit more detail. We select the random
forest with the features from Chapter 5 (good performance on training and testset).
The best parameters found are 10 trees, and a minimum of 10 samples per leaf in the
tree. The key predictors used in the random forest are shown in Table 7.11. We see
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Results (2)
Fig. 7.18: Performances (mean squared error) on test set, including standard deviation

• Standard
deviation computed based on
changes are predicted correctly. Ideally, we would have more data over a longer
period, although we would still expect the prediction to be quite difficult due to the
predictions
instance
on the test set
huge variability inper
the heart rate
in pretty similar situations.
Table 7.11: Feature importance
Random Forest
• Predictors random
forest:
Feature

Importance

acc watch y temp mean ws 120

0.4631

press phone pressure temp mean ws 120

0.1398

mag watch x temp mean ws 120

0.0465

temp pattern labelEating(b)labelEating

0.0404

mag watch y temp mean ws 120

0.0385

temp pattern labelEating

0.0383

labelEating

0.0382

pca 4 temp mean ws 120

0.0208

pca 7

0.0131

pca 7 temp mean ws 120

0.0112
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Results (3)
• Visual
predictions:
7.11 Exercises

161

Fig. 7.19: Performance training and test set best performing model for regression40
task

Why is it so bad?
• Ideas?

Fig. 2.2: Processed CrowdSignals data (Dt = 0.25 seconds)
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